Risk-Based Quality Auditing Webinar
Do you wonder about how risk-based thinking affects your quality
audit program?
If so, then you will want to join Duke Okes on May 12, 2020 at 2:00 pm
Eastern for a live presentation of ‘Risk-Based Quality Auditing.’
You must register for this $259 event. Follow this link:

CLICK HERE TO SIGN UP- https://tinyurl.com/qkqfdj7
Or use this QR code:

This 2-hour course provides an understanding how risk-based thinking can
be applied to and during the audit process in order to better leverage audit
resources. Here is an outline of the content:

Why should you consider RBQA

Basics of the risk management (RM) process

Auditing an organization’s RM applications

Planning audits using a RM lens
o
Importance of processes
o
Change based
o
Results of previous audits (and other metrics)





How analytics can help pinpoint areas of greater risk
o
Distribution analysis
o
Ratios
o
Correlation
o
Cluster analysis
Reporting using a RM lens
o
NC ranking
o
Reports
o
Trends

Some benefits of risk-based auditing include: a better focus of auditing
resources on higher risk areas, paying more attention to key business
performance factors and objectives, and the ability to conduct a deeper
analysis of audit findings.
Throughout the course discussion points are explored to help attendees
consider potential actions to improve the audit program/process.
This webinar is for you if you are involved in auditing management systems
based on ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 45001, ISO 27001, ISO 50001, etc.
Do not miss this reasonably priced webinar talk by Duke Okes
Duke has trained thousands of management system internal auditors and is the author of
“Musings on Internal Quality Audits: Having a Greater Impact,” as well as books on root cause
analysis and performance metrics. He is an ASQ Fellow and is certified by ASQ as a CMQ/OE,
CQE and CQA. He holds degrees in technology, business and education.
His firm, APLOMET (Applied Logical Methods), has worked with clients in the US, Canada,
Caribbean, Mexico, Europe and Asia. Organizations include manufacturers (examples include
pleasure craft, oil & gas, steel & aluminum, electronics, medical devices and transportation
equipment), finance & insurance, education & government, research and healthcare. The
company's website is https://aplomet.com

Cost: $259 (payable via credit card)
10% discounts for 2 or more from one firm. Must use the same email domain, choose
the variation allowing the lower price. You will be contacted for the other names and
email addresses to register.

Date: May 12, 2020 Time: 2:00 pm ET/ 1:00 pm CT/ 12:00 pm MT/ 11:00
am PT
Duration: 120 minutes

